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INTRODUCTION

This current issue of La Fusta contains selected essays from the Fall 2005 conference entitled Mythamorphoses: Collective Myth and Italian Literature. Collective myth is a powerful and notable phenomenon in Italian literature and culture, which expresses needs, embodies ideals, and affects individuals as well as society as a whole. Our conference examined ways in which all of these codified images of places, individuals and events have developed and fuelled artistic creation, at times becoming the product of literature itself.

In her opening presentation, Myths, Monuments, and Martyrs: the Contemporary Anti-Mafia as Epitaph, keynote speaker Professor Millicent Marcus set the course for the conference discussion of contemporary myths. She launched our exploration of cultural myth such as Romanticism and death, ideological myth as manifest in fascist political power, personal myth in contemporary magical realism, and literary myth that encompasses classical and medieval texts. Evoking the myth of the voyage, keynote speaker Professor Pier Massimo Forni concluded the conference calling attention to the journey itself with his closing presentation entitled Dante Mythographer of Modernity.

Only a cross-section of the conference’s wide-ranging discourse of myth is represented here. Each essay approaches the topic with considerable enthusiasm towards the theme. In addition, the latter section of La Fusta is dedicated to the creative expression of collective myth with translations, poetry and photography.

This edition of La Fusta, conceived of intellectual dialogue, lives up to its namesake as an exploration vessel reaching new shores of scholarship.
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